Athletic Directors and Coaches,

UIL has posted tentative dates for soccer, track, spring tennis, softball, and baseball. At this time, there have been no modifications for these sports to the regular season or post season structure. Due to these sports starting later in the year, decisions on tournaments or meet limitations have not been made. All coaches should plan seasons according to current rules and be prepared to alter schedules if needed.

The 2020-21 school year is unique, and we will continue to provide updates to coaches and athletic directors as decisions are made concerning UIL sports. Our goal is to provide complete seasons for all sports with minimal changes in playing structure and the ultimate goal of providing the safest playing environment for student athletes. Please continue to check back to the sport specific pages found here (UIL Athletic Web Page) and also on the COVID-19 page for updates. Changes made for any sport will be sent through email correspondence and posted on these pages.

We appreciate your efforts and support during this pandemic. It is important that we are all leading in a forward and positive manner while dealing with the challenges that have been placed in front of us.

If you have questions, please email athletics@uiltexas.org

Thank you,
Susan Elza, Ed.D.
UIL Director of Athletics